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Case Study

Research
Architectural projects often begin with a survey of the existing architectural landscape in the form of case studies. The purpose 
of a case study, the research of precedents, is to familiarize yourself with the work that has come before and has previously 
examined criteria similar to the criteria you will be asked to examine.

Within each section, students should select a precedent to research and analyze. You are to select one precedent from the 
given list of buildings. Using material found in the library (any library) and online, and utilizing multiple resources, collect as much
information and imagery as possible to use in analyzing the following.

Analysis
Investigate all the following criteria in the analysis of your precedent:

•Parti/Concept: What is the building about?
•Program: How do the spaces get used?
•Site: How does the building interact with its urban and environmental context?
•Structure: What is the structural system, its components and why? How is it functioning?
•Materials: What are the main materials and what is their purpose?
•History: What is this building’s story?
•Culture: What is the cultural significant of the building? What role does it play?

Project DescriptionProject Description



River Rouge Glass Plant
Location: Dearborn Michigan

Year: 1922
Architect: Albert Kahn

Size: 832,000 sq. ft.
Materials: Glass, Steel, and Masonry
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Drawings and Research
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Market Place

Site Analysis
An architect sees site differently than other disciplines. Unlike a picturesque painter, who is more likely to limit the idea of site to 
a landscape, an architect is concerned with more than what is immediately visible. After understanding all the characteristics 
and qualities of the site that are visible the architect looks for patterns of behavior, experiences, and systems that help locate, 
demarcate, and suggest space.
Site Analysis takes place in many forms and is conducted across many levels and scales. Only after a considerable number of 
site visits could an architect claim to begin to understand the elements and criteria at play on any given site.  A productive site 
analysis ultimately draws on extensive observation, careful documentation, and investigation or research. The analysis of a given 
site requires work in both two and three dimensions. Along with the fourth dimension, which is time, since the history of the site is 
also important

Program Analysis and Strategy
Like the information collected as part of Site Analysis, the issues addressed in a Program Analysis should be also viewed as 
presenting a set of opportunities that must be interpreted, analyzed and modeled. It is critical to see a Program as a set of ‘uses’ 
and ‘functions’ and qualities as opposed to a simple and reductive list of room names and area requirements.  A program 
analysis is much more a catalog of possibilities – think of it as a map of the unknown – than it is a set of rules about size and 
adjacency. A good program study will transcend the narrow questions of function and start to help in organizing the building’s 
activities and define its qualities.

Design
Final Submittal Requirements:

•Diagrams
•Perspectives
•Massing Model/ Structural Model/ Design Model/ Spatial Bay Model
•Wall Section
•Plan
•Sections/ Elevations

Project Description
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Framing: focusing on optimal views surrouning the site.
force the viewr to see what you want them to see. 
adding a border to a particular view/site/image/picture.

seeing the surroundings. opening your eyes. 
creating space to view the city. inside and outside. 
different points/ different views. new vs. old.

shaded. protected from the elements. creating space.
closing off. inside vs. outside. separated from nature. 
wet vs. dry. underneath. cold vs. warm.

moving. changing. one to another. growing. new vs. old. 
time changes things. new phase. old vs. new. 
fitting in with the new. being open.

being apart of something. getting involved. emersing. 
opposite of evading. engolfing vs. barely touching. 
bringing together things. being open. taking part in something.

Engaging:

Transitioning:

Sheltering:

Viewing:

1871 1920 1941 1998 2010 2025

Industry

Commercial

Education

Residential

Public/Community

Residential

Comercial
Pike Place Market; Seatle, WA Union Square Green Market; New York, NYMilwaukee Public Market; Milwaukee, Wisconsin Proposed Market; Chicago, IL

Site Analysis
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Program Analysis

User

Vendor
Staff

Carts
Trucks
Booths
Produce/ Goods
Set-up/ Take-down
Circulation
Selling
Central freezer (1,500 sq. ft.)

Buying
Walking
Bags/ Carts
Cirulation
Bikes
Sitting
Benches

Customer Service
Organizing Vendors
Communicating
Working
Offices (1,030 sq. ft.)
Maintenence
Storage

10%

60%

30%

Mechanical (1,500 sq. ft.)
Parking (40-60 spaces @ 9ft. x 18ft.)
Food (3,00 sq. ft.)
Lavatories (1,500 sq. ft.)

Misc. (6 Dumpsters)
Loading Docks (5-6)

Summer FallSpring Winter
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Strategy

PROGRAM PROGRAMPROGRAM PROGRAM



Plan: 1’’=50’ 10

Final Drawings
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Final Drawings

Section: 1/16’’=1’-0’’
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Final Drawings

Partial Section: 1/8’’=1’-0’’
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Final Drawings

Section: 1/16’’=1’-0’’
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Final Drawings
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Final Drawings
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Final Drawings
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Final Drawings
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Final Drawings
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Models
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Models
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Models
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